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True Outdoors - Kelowna staffer Nicole Chirkoff recently joined our friend Paul McManus at his family's new venture in the Rockies - Canadian
Adventure Company. Here's her report from Mallard Lodge, March 22nd.

Canadian Adventure Company

I stepped out of the helicopter and sunk knee deep into soft snow. Maybe that’s not very difficult for a woman of 5”2, but it is a testament to how far
removed Mallard Lodge really is, not only geographically, but from the warm season B.C. has been suffering through. Far up in the northern part of the
Rockies temperatures are still cold enough for dry powder, and winter isn’t going anywhere just yet.

First impressions - this place is raw. Mallard Lodge is an exciting place not only because of the excellent conditions that the location experiences, but
also because it is raw and open for exploration. There is tremendous potential to ski fresh lines. Up tracks are still being established and new areas
being developed. On one of our days we toured up to a col that had never been skied before, but were turned back due to poor visibility. Given the

right conditions and the right group of people, there will be many first descents in the near future. Our guide broke out his saw more than a few times
to clear paths through trees as he figured out the best route to take. There are many areas that the McManus family have currently explored where
they are still debating the best entry and exit points, and every ridgeline traverse reveals untouched territory in the next valley over. As you tour out to
your chosen area, rocky peaks tower above you and rolling lines surround you. There are powdery, open slopes with surfy turns waiting, and windprotected caches in the trees for stormy days. It’s an absolute playground of discovery.

Going into this trip I knew I would be doing more touring than I’d managed to get in during the rest of the season, so I armed myself to the teeth with all
my lightest gear. Some of it I hadn’t even used yet, so it was a good gear-testing trip. I guess here is the best place to confess; I’m a splitboarder.
Now, now, please stop shaking your ski poles at me, I promise that I do everything I can to keep up. Derek McManus often teased me at dinner that I
was expected to eat more because snowboarders have to work twice as hard out in the mountains. I took my calories very seriously, but even more so
my gear. This trip, I was especially thankful for the G3 Black Sheep Carbon X3, skins, and Love Glove. I like to blame a bad winter for my out of
shape touring legs, but at least I had light gear! A light board and great skins made for a good tour up, and the love glove saved me switch-over time
at the top. In the afternoon when the temperatures warmed up a bit, I found the top sheet on the Carbon X3 to shed any heavy snow far better than
the original model, and the G3 skins handled the snow well. They would glob up for a second or two underfoot before the clumps broke free, but
overall performed best out of the group. When the rest of the group had to stop for some globstopper, the G3 skin users in the group felt no such
need. As for the love glove, I think it’s such a relief to not have to struggle with skins at the top of a line. They make putting skins back on such a
breeze and reduce switch-over time.

What I really liked about the Mallard Lodge and Canadian Adventure Company is that they care about the impact the industry has on an area they
respect, and they’ve done everything they can to minimize it. Everything about the design and function of the lodge has been taken into consideration
to ensure the environment and landscape are protected. The lodge was partially pre-built to minimize damage that construction would have caused in
the area, and it utilizes grey water systems, an incinerator toilet, and solar power. The Lodge itself is a shiny little gem in the rugged landscape. It is
luxury after a long day; a clean-cut, modern place with a homey cabin feel. Touring back in the evening, the first glimpse of the fresh milled wood
structure under Mallard peak is a very welcome sight, and I’m pretty sure we all picked up our speed to get to the fire-warmed living room. If you were
still stripping your skins when the door opened, a waft of dinner roasting in the oven would greet you, and the never-ending appies. We were spoiled
with homemade meals like pork roast in applesauce, BBQ salmon, and dessert every evening.

The downstairs of the lodge is open, with kitchen, dinning, living room and entrance all together, creating a relaxed setting for everyone to enjoy the
evening together around the fire. The McManus family is easy going and laid back - evenings were spent with guitar jams and story telling. Our
guide, Marco Delesalle of Great Divide Mountaineering, entertained the dinner table with stories of the mountains and close-call experiences for what
must have been hours over the course of the trip. Very few of our group knew each other before meeting in Valemount, but by the end of our five days
we had shared so many stories of backcountry adventures, good meals and glasses of wine, it was unfortunate we had to go our separate ways.
Mallard Lodge is not only a beautiful building filled with good food and great people; the remote location is wonderful as well. It is high enough that,
even while the rest of BC was suffering through a lack of snow and many operations were shutting down early in the season, in late March CAC had
plenty of snow, and is well set up for the remainder of the spring skiing season! It snowed for most of the trip, whether coming down gently or
dumping. Periods of visibility meant we went for the peaks and the drop-in runs, but when conditions necessitated, we skied the trees where there
were plenty of protected powder stashes. Marco was relentless in his search for the best powder, the best runs, and went to great lengths to make
sure we had an enjoyable trip. If you haven’t met your quota for touring days this winter, Mallard Lodge is the place to go.

